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INTRODUC'l'ION 
'I'he present paper presents a comparative _study of the anthracnose 
dis_eases of the mango, avocado, and citrus fruits to determine the 
causal relations of Collctotrichmn {Jloeosporioidcs Penz., Gloeosporhmt 
limetticolmn Clausen and possibly other species of fungi to these 
diseases. 
The diseases known as blossom blight, leaf spot, and fruit rot 
ol the mango (ilfangifera inclica L.) have been reported to be caused 
by the fungus Collctol.-ich•nm glocosporioirlcs Penz. by Bessey (1), 
Cardin (3), Fa"·cett (15), Mc 1Inrran (25) and others (7, 27, 38). 
ITiggins (19) reports mango blight in Hawaii caused hy a species of 
Colletotriclmm. However, Nowell (26) says that the fungus is usually 
known as Olocosporimn mungifc'1Yt' IIenn., but that it has also been 
known as Col/ctotrichuin glocosporioidcs Penz. Again Cook (10) 
and Fawcett (1. c.) hold that blossom blight is caused by Gloeos-
po1·i1t1n mangifcrcc and SteYens (35) reports the same fungus on 
mango leaYes. 
A similar disease is found on the aYoeado (Pcrsea Persea L). 
A species of Colletotriclrnm has been found to cause black spot and 
has been isolated from the tissues of disea_c;ed fruits, stem.$ and 
twigs. The identity of this fungus ,vith Colletofrichum, glocospori-
r,irlcs has been maintained b,y different writers (10, 26, 27 and 37). 
'I1he wither-tip, blossom blight, and fruit canker of the limes has. 
been studied thoroughly along with tlw wither-tip, spotting o.f leaves 
nncl fruit, and streaking of the frnit of other citrus trees, 1·. e., 
pomelo and orange. Hume (20) and Uassee (24) give rnformation 
concerning the anthraenose of the pome1o; Cook (8) reports Col-. 
letotricl11on gloeosporioicles as causing the anthracnose of citrus 
fruits including the lime. Duggar (11) and Rolfs (29) sustain the 
same view as Cook as to the host relations of the pathogenes. Clausen 
(5) finds that Collctotric/1111n glocospoi-ioides is,not 1:esponsible for 
the wither-tip of the lime. He studied and described another or-
ganism, Glocosporium lhnctticolu:m. It appears froni his and later 
investigations by Fulton Q7) that the true pathogene of the lime is 
Glocosporfom lhnetticolum, while (follctolrichton glocosporioidcs is 
25- . 
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restricted to other hosts 1 especially citrus fruits other than lime) 
and further that it is not an active pathogene. Fawcet (16) separates 
the two pathogenes in like manner. Cook (1. c.) in 1906 advanced 
the statement that ' 1the fungus which has been grown in pure 
cultures proceeding from these large spots on the leaves is not the 
same as that which we obtained from the withered leaves of the 
lime." Nowell (1. c.) believes that 0. gloeosporioides is a weaker 
parasite than G. linwtticoluni. Furthermore, he dwells upon the 
fact that the former pm·takes mainly of the nature of a saprophyte. 
'rhe same position has been taken by Thomas ( 42). 
In the opinion of the ,vriter, CoUctotricJu11n gloeospodoidcs Penz 
is the cause of the anthracnosc of the mango, 01·ange, pomelo, lemon, 
avocado and may be the cause of the wither-tip of limes.1 Again we 
have found Oolletotr-ichwni gloeosporioiclcs causing the lime wither-
tip only in a few cases, while Gloeosporinm Umettfrotum occurs 1nore 
frequently especially in fruit spots. In this ,Yay we have verified 
Clausen's (1. c.) and Fulton's (1. c.) findings and conclusions that 
Glocosporimn timetticotuni is an active pathogcne of the lime. llow-
ever, we differ from their views and also the views of Winston (44) 
as to the pathogenicity of Colletolriehnm ,qlocosporioidcs. Quoting 
Fulton: ''\'Vinston, in connection with his studies of citrus tear 
stain, was unable to find) among numerous strain's of C. gloeospo-
rioidcs tested, any indieation of active pathogenicity on very young 
fruits of various citrus species.'' \Ve found during the past year a 
heavy shedding of the young fruit of lemon, orange, and pomelo. 
The cause for a considerable part of this shedding was found to be 
C. glocospo1"ioiclcs. All strains from the hosts used in this investi-
gation were obtained from such fallen small fruits. rl'hus, our })O-
sition, in this question will be that C. gloeospotioicles is, at lea·st under 
Porto Riean conditions, an actiYe pathogene. 
A brief history and discussion of the diseases are given in this 
!_)aper and cross-inoculation experiments and cultural characteristics 
are presented in detail. 
PART I 
HIST-ORY AND DESCRIP'l'ION OF 'l'IlESE DISEASES 
Anthracnose of Citrus Trees other than Limes. (Collctotrichmn glocosporioi<les 
Penz.) 
rrhe causal fungus was first studied and clescrihec1 by Pcnzig in 
1882. In 1904, Rolfs (29) c1cscribecl the disease from l<'Jorida. In 
1 This opinion is bnsed on the studies of Porto Rie11n material with reference to the 
puhlished literature and not. on the examination of th(' tyiie materinl. 
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1909, it was reported from Porto Rico by Fawcett (14) and in the 
same year, by Essig (13) from Santa Paula, California. Other 
reports record the disease in Cuba, Australia, Italy, :Malta, Jamaica, 
Mexico and Brazil. 
'l1he disease occurs as a fruit and leaf spot, fruit drop and as 
a wither-tip of twigs. The symptoms are like those of the lime 
anthracnose except for the fruit and leaf spot. Spots of leaves 
occur only on debilitated or weak parts of the tree and only on old 
leaves. Fruit spots a.re to be found when the fruit has been bruised 
c,r injured. 'l'hc fungus ,yil] enter through "·otmds and in moist 
we,ather particularly will produce a i'ot which progresses rapidly 
into the core resulting in a blackening of the tissues and seeds. The 
spots grow to be 5-6 cm. in diameter. 'rl1e color of the spots is at 
f'.rst fleshy hut later changes to a mummy hrown or a chestnut brown. 
'.rhis fungus in Porto Rico was found to be the cause of a heavy 
drop of the young fruits of the orange, pomelo and Chinese dwarf 
k•mon, when 1/i to 1 or 11,4 inches in diameter. The drop occurred 
during the month of May and was espec:ially destructive in the 
vicinity of the Station and in the Bayam6n district. The conditions 
prevailing at the time were warm weather with heavy rains. 'rh~ 
young fruit ,vhen gathered from the ground showed a distinct browning 
flt the stem encl \Vhen cut longitudinally the inside was found to 
Y .:iry from a fleshy to hrmvn color and this coloration marks the 
progress of the fungus outward to the blossom encl. 'l'he fungus has 
been isolated from bits of the tissues of the inside of orange, lemon) 
and pomelo fruits exhibiting these symptoms. 'l'he fungns \Vas also 
found on grapefruit flowers which had dropped to the ground and 
en the spurs from which the fruits had fallen. 
Anthracnose o! Limes. 
Nowell (26) reports that an epidemic of the fungus Glocosporimn 
limctticol1on occurred in Trinidad in the 1nonths of July and 
August, HHS. From that time the disease spread, resulting in a 
failure of the lime industry there. rrhe disease also occurs in British 
Guiana and in 1919 Nowell found the fungus on material sent from 
there. He also gives account of the appearance of the disease in 
Dominiea in 1922. Other reports show it to be present also in Cuba, 
,Jamaica, Australia, Italy, Brazil, l\Ialta and Mexico but it has not 
been found in California. 
The fungus attacks tender foliage, blossoms and fruits. On young 
shoots the disease commences on the unopened whorl of leaves which 
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soon die, and from there progresses clown for 3.5 or more centimeters. 
ln our inoculations on small seedlings we have observed a similar 
effect. Fruiting bodies of the fungus appear rapidly on the surface 
of dead twigs under favorable moisture conditions, thus furnishing 
a constant source of inoculum. 
On the inflorescence the disease may be described as follows, 
On unopened buds small brown discolorations appear. 'I'hese grow 
in all directions and ordinarily cause the falling of the buds before 
they open. On expanded flowers the characteristic discolorations 
occur on petals, stigmas and styles but are most common on the 
stigmas (see fig. 2). There is much shedding of young fruit and 
in badly infested trees it is very seldom that we find healthy fruit. 
Fruits that survive the period of greatest danger of infection 
may be attacked later. Cook and Horne (9) stated that infection 
,,f sour lime did not take place after the fruits were well set and 
Clausen (5) supports the same vie,v. We have covered flower 
cluster's with paper bags before the opening of the flo·wer buds and 
when the fruits were about one-lia1f or three-fourths of an inch in 
diameter the bags were removed. The fruit which appeared healthy 
was thus exposed to inoculation. Later observations showed that 
more than 50 per cent of such fruits took the disease, the cankers 
being produced as under normal conditions except that they v;rere 
smaller. In that case cil'cular to oblong spots which vary in size 
from 1-3.5 Cm. X 2 cm. appear on the surface. At first the spots 
are brownish hut ·with increasing size and age they turn to a fleshy 
color and the skin of the fruit is ruptured or cracked in many 
places, producing the characteristic cankers. In some cases the 
cracking is so pronounced and rapid that it includes a part of the 
adjacent healthy tissues. rrhis cracking may occur in two directions 
but ordinarily, in one. It is not uncommon to see the fruit split 
along its whole length or width. rl'he writer has seen some cases 
in ·which the rupturing of the skin or rind has progressed in both 
directio~s along the same path; -i. c., a longitudinal rupture has 
turned to the side and w01·ked its ·way transversely, or vice versa, 
making a circular split around the fruit. The vesicles of the fruit 
are exposed on rupturing- of the rind and carpel membrane, and 
there always seems to occur an abnormal enlargement of the same. 
'Phere is also a· gumming exudation. 
Mango Anthracnose. 
The first report of a mango blight appears to have been made 
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by Cob.b. (6a) in 1894. '.rhe symptoms of the disease arc spotting 
of the leaves and fruit and a blighting of the blossoms. The spots 
on the leaves range from 5-10 X 7-25 mm. Some of them extend 
from the margin, between the main veins, toward the midrib. In 
some instances two or three spots coalesce, forming irregular areas. 
lt appears that the rungus starts growing on both sides and midway 
between the midrib and the margin of the blades. The spots increase 
in size and extend to the margin. 'l'he center of the spot is ochra-
eeous-orange 1 at first, becoming cinnamon-rnfous with age. This 
particular spotting has been found in only one instance. On the 
fruit the disease appears as very small brown spots. These spots 
enlarge very soon, especially under moist conditions. With the 
increase in size of the spots there is an intensification of their color 
to almost black and splitting or cracking of the rind and a sinking 
of the affected area included in the spots. The spots very often 
r.oa.J,esce1 forming large irregular areas which somethnes cover the 
entire rind of the· fruit. 'I'he spots are commonly :found at _or around 
the. stem encl region. Streaking is seldom observecl' 'in Porto Rico. 
The damage done to the fruit is very great and this s'eems to be true 
in. other places. 
').'he blossom blight is particularly destructive_' 'in this Island. 
'l'he :fungus attacks open flmvers and young flo"·Cl·' buds and may 
l'('Su_lt in the destruction of thr panicles. Variotis w1.·iters have 
established a definite relation between weather collditions and the 
damages clone by the disease on the blossoms. .Collins (7) from 
Porto Rico and Higgins (19) from Hawaii statt/- that the heavy 
rainfall together ,Yith a continued cloudy, w·et 1\;eather, are re-
sponsible for a small crop of poor quality mangoes. The same seem~ 
to h(' tnw in Guatemala and l\Iexico. In this connection 1 Nowell 
(26) says that with blossom blight "the loss may be small or may 
lw great according to the conditions prevailing". 
McMnrran (25) says: '"!'he production of good crops of mangoes 
m Florida and throughout tropical and subtropical zones generally 
is very definitely related to the ,vcather conditions at blooming 
time. Large crops cannot be expected when the weather at this time 
_i8 moist_ and shmvery. rrhis may be due to some extent to imperfect 
pollination, but the trouble is chiefly caused in Florida by the an-
thracnose fungus ( Collctot,·ichmn glocosporioidcs)." OUT obser-
vations lead us to support that view. 
1 Color characters throughout the paper arc hascd on Ridway's "Color Standards nnd 
Nomenclature''. 
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Avocado Anthracnose. 
The first report of the disease seems to be from Cuba by Cook.' 
Rorer (30) reports it from Trinidad in 1910. Later reports come 
from Porto Rico by Stevenson (38) in 1918, and from Florida by 
Rtevens (37) in 1922. 'l'he disease appears as a blossom blight, 
fruit l'ot and a leaf spot. The effects and appearance of the disease 
on avocado blooms is similar to those of the blossom blight of the 
mango. Small black spots or specks appear on the small flowers 
and result in their dropping. Flowers may also have their growth 
retarded and the young fruits may shed later. Blossom blight 
seldom occurs in Porto Rico. The shedding of the blossoms is almost 
entirely due to imperfect pollination. 
On the fruit the symptoms of this disease are as follows: Spots 
appear over the surface as small light-brown discolorations of tbe 
skin of the fruit. 'l'hey enlarge very rapidly, the color at the same 
time cha.nging to olive-brown or black. This color corresponds to 
older growth while the younger growth (one-clay old) is marked by 
n very light-brown ring or outer progressing zone. The fungus 
penetrates into the flesh and may even extend to the seed, which 
remains 1maffected. There is a marvelous rapidity of rotting which 
makes the fruit useless. Our experiments with ripe and unripe 
fruit indicate that the fungus grows very slowly until the fruit 
begins to ripen. Inoculated unripe fmit is apparently unaffected 
until it begins to ripen; it is then destroyed in a very few days. 
The writer has found that the rotting is very prevalent in the market 
on fruits from which the stem has been removed. ThP Porto Rican 
farmer is not careful in the picking of the fruit, which he does by 
shaking the tree. This method gives many chances for inoculation 
of the fruit through wounds. 
The symptoms of the disease on Guatemala varieties grown in 
Polio Rico are as follows : Small brown spots appear over the surface 
of the fruit. These spots grow slowly on unripe fruit, but on ripe 
fruit they enlarge and become sunken and black; cracking of the 
skin may occur around the spots. If a fruit is opened) making the 
cut through a spot 1 the rotting will be seen to have progressed more 
deeply in the center of the spot than on the sides, thus resulting in 
a concave rotted region. The cracks which result from the invasion 
of the fungus hypha, open the way for the entrance of saprophytes 
which greatly aid in a rapid destruction of the fruit. 
1 Dr. Mel. T. Cook hns st:ited personally to the writer thnt lie found the dise11se in Cuba 
during his stay at the Esta,:-i{m C1mtrnl AgronUmica in tho years 1902-190,l. 
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PART II 
CROSS-INOCULA'l'ION EXPERIMENTS, CUL'fURAL CHARAC'fERISTICS, AND 
11IORPIIOLOGY OF 'l'HE PATHOGE.i'l"ES 
Cross-inoculation Experiments. 
Inoculation experiments have been conducted by various workers 
on different anthracnose organisms. Stoneman after working with 
anthracnoses (41), says that we must not depend too much upon 
results from cross-inoculations in the laboratory, since, under the 
conditions prevailing·, the hosts act as culture media. Cobb (6b), 
Lanbert (22) and Shear and Wood (31) are of the opinion that 
anthracnose fungi adapt themselves to a wide range of conditions. 
This makes careful experimentation 1rncessary in order to make suTe 
of the relations existing between the hosts and the parasites. 'I'oro 
(43) conducted detailed studies with Glooosporinni musarwn Cke. 
& 1'-ias. and arrived at a similar conclusion. 
The writer has performed inoculation experiments with the 
various organisms on different hosts under laboratory and field 
ronditions. The organisms were isolated from the different hosts 
and each was designated according to its host; i. c., the anthracnose 
fungus from the orange was marked, thus, 0; that from the pomelo, 
J>; that from the avocado, .Av.; from the mango, 1lf; from the lime, 
L; and from the lemon, Le. As there were a number of cultures 
from each host 1 the eulturc number was giYen after the conesponding 
lwst. rrhus Le 1 was nRed to signify culture No. 1 from the lemon; 
L 1 to mean culture No. 1 from the linlC' i O 1, culture No. 1 from the 
orange, et<:. rrlw source or all cultures is as follows: 1\I 1-l\I 15; 
nnd l\I 22-i\f 30 from ripe mangoes (native and imported varieties) 
from various places on the Island; M 16-1[ 21, from blighted blos-
soms: P 1-P 7, young clroppC'd pomelo fruits; P 8-P 10, pomelo 
flowers: 0 1-0 101 youn:,r fallen orange fruits i Le 1-Le :J. young 
fallen lemon fruits ( Chiiwxe dwarf lemon) ; L 1. L 2, L 3, L 22, 
L 24-L 26, from lime fruit spots or rankers; L 4, L 5, 1~ U), L 21, 
from Iimf' withered twigs; L 6, L 7, L 8 and L 14-L 18, from lime 
leaf spots; L 9-L 1:3. from lime thorn spots; and L 23, frorn lime 
v·it.herrd twigs from inoculation with _L 3. 
Isolations \\"{'l'C' made from fruit spots and rots mainl.v, in the 
case of citrus host:-.: howeYer, isolations were also made from the 
"-ithercd tips of twigs, spotted leaves ,rnd blighted blossoms of citrus 
and from blighted mango blossoms as well. 
In the fruit.inoenlation ('Xperiments. all fn1it weTf' first washed 
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in a 1: 1000 mercuric chloride solution and finally with sterile 
distilled water and then placed in moist chambers, which had been 
washed in the same solution. Needle-prick inoculations were practiced. 
All trials were made in triplicate. The results are given below: 
Inoculations on Ripe illangocs.-Inoculations with all cultures 
from mango, pomelo, orange, lemon and lime 1, 3, 9-12, and 23 
produced large brown to black spots, characteristic of the disease on 
·mango. All cultures from the lime except those giYen above pro-
cluced slight discolorations of the tissue around the point of inocu-
lation but these discolorations were not characteristic of the disease 
C'n mango. 
JnoculaHons on Avocados.-lnoculation on ripe fruits with _Av. 
1; J\I 17, rn and 20; P 1; 0 1; and lime cultures Nos. l, 3 and 23, 
produced mummy-brown discolorations of the skin and rotting of 
-i:he fruit. The sm11e cultures when green fruits were inoculaterl 
<lid not show any effects until the fruits began to ripen. Inoculati011s 
i.vith lime cultures Nos. 2, 24) and 26 on both ripe and green fruits 
produced a slight discoloration around the point of inoculation. 
Jnoculations of Lime Twigs.-These twigs were inoculated with 
sf)ores from natural lesions and with spores from cultures. .T~e 
inoculations :\'ere made from a Rpore dilution in water applied to the 
twigs with aii atomizer or a camel's hair brush. Some of the twigs 
were injured and others were left uninjured. 'rhey were covered wit,h 
manila bags. A fine mist of sterilized water was sprayed into all 
the bags every day after 5 p. m. The inoculations were made with 
spores from acervnli on mango, avocado, pomelo and lime. Also 
with spores from cultures grown from acervnli on mango, avocado 1 
a.tld pomelo; also with sporrs from the acervnli on lime; spores 
from the lime cultures 1, 2, 3, 28 and 24. All the aboYe inoculations 
on lime twigs produced withcr~tip and leaf spot. 
lnocu1a.l'ions of Lime Prw'.fs.-'I1he lime fruits were inoculated 
,vith the same organismR and in the same manner as the lime twigs. 
'rhe results in all cases were negative except in the case of fresh 
spores from the lime and those from culture L 2 and L 24 in which 
cases small, . cankerous spots were produced. 
Inoculation of Pomclo Sccdlings.-These seedlings were inoculated 
in the sanie manner and with the same organisms as the preceding. 
In all cases a wither-tip and leaf spot were produced except when 
the fresh spores direct from the lime and those from cultures L 2 
and L 24 were used; in which cases there ·was no reaction. 
On lllango Twigs.-Neeclle~prick spore-spray inoculations were 
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made on the unopened buds of a new growth, and during rainy 
weather whieh insured a rapid growth of the host. Spores were 
used from acervuli on avoCaclo, mango, and pomelo, from cultures of 
L 1, L 3, L 23, and L 2, L 24 and L 26. 
The effect of all inoculations except those with L 2, L 24, and 
L 26 was as follows: Rapid dying of the young twigs causing small 
leaves of the young buds to shed comparatively early. Ten clays 
after inocn1ation, the dying of the twigs had progressed downward 
about 3 cm. Infection is first manifested by slight browning or 
darkening of the adjacent tissues, then the twigs turn black (see 
fig. 3). The results with L 2, L 24 and L 26 were negative. 
On Arocado Twigs.-The same general plan of inoculation and 
with the same organisms was followed as with mango twigs. An 
inoculations showed negative results. 
SUMMARY CONCERNING THE RESULTS OF INOCULATIONS ON POMELO 
SEEDLINGS, LIME TWIGS, LIME FRUITS, MANGO TWIGS, AVOCADO 
TWIGS, RIPE :MANGOES, AND GREEN AND RIPE AVOCADOS 
The results on these hosts tend to separate the cultures used in 
the foregoing inoculations into two groups: Group I, consisting of 
all cultures from the avocado, mango, pomelo, possibly orange and 
Hme cultures Nos. 1, 3 and 23; Group II, consisting of cultures 
L 2, L 24 and L 26. 
It was especially noticeable that cultures which produce the 
anthacnos~_ ,o~ mango, avocado, orange, pomelo, and some producing 
wither-tip'of 'the lime in nature, were not able to produce the lime 
fruit spot or canker. '!'his peculiar characteristic makes the above 
separation into groups more important. It is also apparent that 
these anthrocnose-producing- fungi have no effect on avocado twigs. 
Mango twigs when tender seem to be susceptible to the attack of JJ/ 
(Jolletofrichmn gloeosporioides. At least, this appears to be tl'lle 
under experimental conditions. 
Cultural 'Characteristics. 
The writer has made a careful study of the comparative behavior 
,of the fungi under consideration on different media. A large variety 
,of media have been carefully prepared and used in this work. All 
sugar media used were sterilized in the Arnold steam sterilizer; all 
other media in the autoclave at 20 pounds pressure for 30 minutes. 
Only 10 c.c. of the medium was put in each tube. All petri plates 
llSed were of the same size. All plates were poured the day previous 
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to inoculation. InoculationR were mac1e during the morning. They 
were made in triplicate for each culture and the tests were twice· 
repeated. Growth was measured in centimeters in diameter at the 
end of seven days for solid media in petri plates. For liquid media 
growth was estimated by rapidity of growth and character of the 
substratum. Color changes were carefully noted and recorded. The 
results are given in the following pages. Tables and plates are here 
presented. 
Rate of Colony G1·owth. 
The growth of the colonies of each culture on 2 per cent nutrient 
glucose, 2 per cent nutrient saccharose, 2 per cent nutrient lactose, 
2 per cent nutrient-clextrine, oat-meal, wheat-flour, and corn-meal 
agars was measured at the encl o-f seven days and the results given, 
ns centimeters in diameter of colonies. 
For convenienee, all cultures from each host exhibiting a close· 
relation in size in diameter of colony were grouped together. Table 
I includes the maximum, mean anc1 minimum sizes of each group of' 
colonies. 
From an examination of 'rable I, it will be seen that there is. 
a very sharp line of demarkation between Group G, which includes. 
cultures L 2, L 4-L 8, inelusiYe, L 14-L 22, inclusive, and L 24-L 26; 
and all other group·s under which all mango, avocado) pomelo, lemon, 
and orm1ge cultures with L 1, L 3, L 9-L 13, inclusive, and L 23· 
cultures. 'l'hus, the means in all media :for Group 6 run from 4.255. 
to 4.96 cm. in diameter and minimum growth was -! to 4.80 cm. 
with the maximum gro,Yth being -!AO to 5.60 cm. in diameter; while 
measurements for the other groups taken as a whole are: mean, 
6.28 to 8.04; minimum, 5.0 to 8.0, and maximum, 7.0 to 8.5 cm. 
'l'hercforc on the has is of eolony size ,ve will place tentatively, 
all cultures of Group 6, under one species and call it Glocosporiurn, 
lnnctt-icolum Olausen, including cultures L 2, L 4-L 8 inclusive, 
L 14-L 21, inclusive, L 22, L 24-L 26 inclusive, and also L 4-L 8 
inclusive. This will eonstitute J1J ain Group I. All other cultures. 
(L 1, L 3, L 231 all mango cultu1·es, all avocado, pomelo, orange and 
lemon cultures) under another specie.s Collctotriclw,1n glocosporioides 
Penz. 'l'his will be Jlain Group II. 
Growth characters (size of spores, zonation, color of both culture 
aucl substratum, character of mycclium, etc.) of all cultures have· 
been carefully obRel'V('(l with special reference to color behavior, on 
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2 per cent glucose-nutrient agar, 2 per cent saccharose-uutrient agar 1 
2 per cent dextrine-nutrient agar, oat-meal agar, and corn-meal agar. 
We have worked with carbohydrate media mainly since these 
afford a good working basis for the separation of strains and even 
species. Ravn (28) in studies on the genus H elininthosporiitni finds 
a relation between carbohydrate nutrient and blaclmess of the fungus. 
Stevens and Hall (34) have found good data on other fungi to 
support tl1is view. Color phenomena in fungi have been studied 
and discussed in several papers by Smith (32), Stewart and Hodgkiss 
(40) and Hedgecock (18). Relation of carbohydrate nutriment to 
color has also been established by Stevens (36). He found in bis 
studies on Helmintlwspori'.um that the colony changes black in the 
region of the carbohydrate. 
In our studies green or olive and brown discoloration of the 
bUbstratum has been observed with a large number of cultures of 
the mango, avocado, orange, lemon, pomclo and a few of the lime 
cultures (Collclot1·ich11,n gloeosporioides). Most cultures from the 
lime pathogene (Gloeospol'iu1n lhnetticolmn Clausen) show a light 
salmon-orange to apricot-orange or colors ap1proximating these. 
An attempt has been made to simplify the rendering of the 
results giving them in tabular form. All cultures ,vhirh are alike in 
their effects on the media were gTouped together in each particular 
medium. In this ·way differences hetween cultures are easily noted 
and the separation of the two species C. glocospo1·ioicles Penz. and 
G. hmetti'.colwn Clausen is made possible withont great difficulty. 
The results are given for the glurosc and corn-meal agars, in Tables 
II and III. The re:mlts and olrnrrvations on the other media are 
, omitted for brevity. 
Cultures which on one nwclium fall under a certain group may 
1·elong under another group for some other medium. The relation 
between cultures which belong under the same species is thus 
c-siablishecl. 
It is striking that cultures of (). glocosporioicles from mangot 
avocado, orange, pomelo, lemon and lime (Nos. 1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12
1 
13 and 23 cultures) differ so much in cultural characters from those 
of G. limetticolu1n Clausen (lime cultures Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14. 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26). A similar difference has 
been previously pointed out in relation to colony size. 
Color behavior, character of mycelium and character of substratum 
of all mango, pomelo, orange, lemon and a few lime cultures Nos. 
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1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 23) are more or less similar. The avocado 
group is different. Our studies with the avocado cultures have not 
been very extensive, and therefore we are leaving them undel' the 
species Colletotrich,i,n gloeosporioides Penz. Lime cultures Nos. 2, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25 and 26 maintain 
a close relationship in the different characters of growth and develop· 
ment. The most peculiar character is the scanty mycelium in most 
of them. 
The size of the acervuli is almost constant for the cultures of 
each species. The number of acervuli varies with the different 
cultures with both C. gloeosporioides and G. limctticolum. The acer-
vnli of the former species ar.e larger than those of the latter. 
On the basis of growth cha.i:acter discussed above we are holding 
Clausen's (5) division into hvo species to be correct. Of greatest 
importance are the following characters: Colletotrichwm gloeospoM 
•tio{dcs: aerial mycelinm white or dark, pro.fuse, sometimes fluffy; 
-0£ rapid development; acervuli nmnerous in most strains, large; 
substratum brow11, green or olive or shades of these two latter colors. 
Glocosporiuni limett-icolwm,: mycelium scanty in most cultures, white ; 
acervuli small, numerous in most strains; snPstratum light salmon~ 
'()1'ange or apricot-orange. 
Effect of Reaction. 
All cultures were grown in bouillon of different acid and alkaline 
concentration; i. c., +40, +45, --40, --45, Fuller's scale. The 
same general method as for solid metliru was followed; i. e., triplicates 
of each culture 011 every medium. The tests were made twice. 
Growth was recorded at the encl of ten days and the rate or 
amount of growth given as + + +, + +, +, + -, and no growth. 
Much growth was expressed by + + +, fair growth by + +, some 
growth by +, and very little growth or slightly noticeable was 
ex]}ressed by + -. The results are presented in •rable IV. The 
+45 concentration i& deleterious to all cultures and --45 to all except 
the avocado cultures. The G. lfrnetNcolum cultures do not grow in 
any of the four concentrations, so it seems probable that they must 
cease development at lower concentrations. The C. gloeosporio-ides 
cultures from the mango produce a fair growth in the +40 concen-
tration, and those from the pomelo, orange, lemo11i avocado and 
lime (L 1, L 3, L 9~L 13 inclusive, and L 23) some growth. Here 
again we have been able to verify Clausen's conclusion that there 
are two different species. 
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Size of Spores. 
To throw more light on the differential behavior of the different 
cultures as illfluencecl by different nutrients, comparative measure-
ments ·were made of spores from seven-day-old cultures in various 
media and from natural sources. 
Five hundred spores from each culture on glucose agar were 
measured for their lengths and widths. 'l,he spore-length table is 
emitted as a matter of brevity. 
A constant Yariation ·was found in length of spores of the dif-
ferent cultures while the margin of the width differences was very 
narrmv. From our results it appears that spore size is not a very 
l'eliable basis fol' the detel'mination of species. IloweYer, Tol'O (43) 
in his studies on banana anthracnose distinguishes eleven strains of 
Gloeosporimn m usarwn Uke. & :Massee on the basis of spore size. 
Burger (2) finds differences in strains of Col/ctofric/rnm glocospnri-
o-ides Penz. in n•garcl to spore size. The same relation is establish('d 
by La Rue and Barlett (21) with Pcstalozzia gacpini Dcsm., Stackman 
rmcl Piemeisrl (33) with Puccini(!. graminis Eriks. & Hern., Leach 
(23) with Col/clotrichu,n lindcmuihia11111n (Sare. & i\Iagn.), Brios 
and Cav. and Christensen (4) ·with Hclniinfhosporium salii•um 
(Pammel), King and Bakke. 
l\Ican length of spores of cultures of Colletotrichum glocospo-
J'ioidcs and Glocosporium limclticolwn on glucose agar are shmn1 in 
'l'ahle Y. 
There is a range of 14.32 + 0.023 to 22.51 ± 0.0798 microns. This 
means that with the former there is a "·icler range of mean length 
than with the latter and at the same time the shortest lengths are 
met vi'ith in Glocosporiw11 Umctticolwn cultures. 
It ,Yas found that many cultures approached each other in ffil'Un 
length of spores, which made it possible to classify tlwm. into groups 
on the basis of mean spore length. Tahle VI shows the classification. 
It was also noted that there were many cultures with the same 
rr.odal lengths so a classification was preparPd on this ba~is. 'rhis 
classification is given in '!'able VII. 
The range of variabilit;v of spore lengths of a large majority of 
the cultures, judging from the preceding tables, is not very great and 
a correlation between this character and that of cultural charac-
teristics and host behavior has not been established. 
Burger (2) in his investigations of variation within C/ollctotrichurn 
gloeospo1'ioides found that ma11y strains had the same mode for their 
spore lengths. Our findings verify this conclusion and at the same· 
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time prove that variation also exists in the fnngns Gloeosporiwm 
limetticol,mi. Cultures of Colletotriclburn gloeospor-ioiaes maintain 
a similar relation toward cultures of Gloeospodwn l·imettfoolwm. 
Thus, L 1' which £alls under the C. gloeosporioides group has the same 
modal length as L 2 of the G. z,:mett-icolmn group, as shown by Table 
VII. Likewise, L 23, L 9-L 13 inclusive, have tlie same mode as 
L 14-L 21; the former belonging to C. gloeosporioicles and the latter 
to G. linictticolum. The same relation exists behveen the cultures 
uf C. gloeosporioicles from different hosts as that occurring among 
individual cultures from the same host. 
Effect of Medium on Spore Length. 
In the study of the effect of media on the cultures it was soon 
observed that variability exists according · to the medium. Spore 
length measurements were made from four media by the general 
pian followed in the preceding chapters, and the mean lengths 
calculated (see Table VIII). 
The greatest mean length seems to occur on the dextrine and 
glucose agars for most cultures. The lowest mean lengths appeared 
on the saecharose and oat-meal agars. From these results it might 
flppear that on starch media the spore length is shorter. However, 
we do not have enough evidence at hand to arrive at a definite 
conclusion. 
Lengths of Spores in Nature. 
Spores were measured from fruiting masses or acervuli on mango 
blossoms, mango fruits, avocado fruits, lime thorn spots, lime leaf 
spots and lime twigs (see Table IX). 
'rhe length of spores from mango blossom varies from 13.19 to 
19.04 microns with a mean of 16.87 ± 0.036 microns. The range of 
variation of spores from the fruit is wider than that of those from 
blossoms and the mean length is greater. 'rhe spores from the avocado 
have a minimum length falling under the range of minimum lengths 
of spores from the lime. 'I1he upper range or maximum lengtl! of 
sporPS is greatest for the spores from the lime twigs and leaf spots. 
The measurements of spores obtained from pustules on lime thorns 
show some similarity to those of the spores from the mango and the 
avocado. 'rhis is further evidence that spotting on lime thorns is 
frequently caused by the fungus (G. gloeosporioicles) causing the 
anthracnose diseases of those fruits. Our previous experiments and 
observations with cultures L D-L 13 inclusive, obtained from lime 
thorn spots, show similar results. 
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Variation of Spore Widths. 
The range of variability in widtll of spores was not so great as 
that for the lengths. See Table X. There is a constant, although 
not great variation in the mean width of the vaTious cultures. 
However, the minimum and maximum widths are common for a large 
number of cultures. 
.MORPHOLOGY 
·Occurrence of setae. 
Setm have been but rarely found under natural conditions. They 
were observed on blighted mango blossoms kept in a moist chamber 
.and on citrus leaves, but not on lime fruits. :Most cultures of C. 
glocosporioiclcs produced setre in carbohydrate media ,vbile no setro 
",ere ever produced by cultures o.f Gloeosporium linietticolum, under 
similar conditions. 
Rolfs (29) reports set.~ of C. ylocosporioiclcs on oranges but 
says that they arc frequently absent on tender lime twigs, and on 
"lime fruits usually absent". Clausen (5) uses the absence of setre in 
the pathogen to distinguish lime wither tip from that of other citrus 
fruits. Nowell (26) take's a similar position. Our observations prove 
that the absenec or presence of setarn will vary with the environment, 
and while not attaching much reliability to this characteristic, we are 
inclined to support Clausen's (5) conclusion. Stoneman (41), Edger-
ton (21) and Shear and Wood (31) hold "That the setae are variable 
as to presence or absence and that they are not reliable morphological 
-characters to use in separating genera.'' 
Oonidiophores and Conidia. 
All cultures of G. limctticolwn develop conidiophores which are 
light or almost hyaline, those of cultures of C. glocosporioiclcs are 
slightly darker. Conidiophores from the avocado cultures of C. gloe-
osporioiclcs 'seem to differ somewhat from those of the other cultures 
in shape and slightl;_\· in size and color. '!'hey are as a rule very light 
in color and broad at the middle with constrictions on both sides of 
the broad portion frequently occurring, and with pointed ends or even 
bases. 'l'hey may be smaller than the conidiophores of the other 
cultures (see figs. 19, 20 and 21). 
Clausen (5) uses the shape of spores as a strong 
tinguishing G. linictticolum fram C. glocospor-ioicles. 
the spores of the two species as follows: 
point in dis-
He describes 
'' The conidia of tbe common wither-tip fungus bave a peculiar Ycry char-
acteristic form. Typically one end is rather rounded, the other end is blunt, but 
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more or less obliquely truncate, and there is slight constriction at the middle of 
the spore. The co11idia of the pathogenie fungus have one or both ends more or 
less pointed with very little tendency toward constriction at the middle.'' 
We have not found such differences existing between them on· 
either spores from the natural source or those from cultures. The 
blunt encl of the spores is just as true of G. gloeospol"i&icles as of G. 
li,netticol1irn (see figs. 8 ancl 9), ancl cases of the two ends being 
pointed have been found in both ·species (see figs. 12 ancl 13). Con-
striction of the spores although not frequent, occurs with both species 
(see figs. 10 ancl 11). · 
Vacuoles are more numerous and larger in the case of G. Hrnet-
ticolmn, especially is this true of spores from cultures (see figs. 14 
and 16). The medium seems to have an important relation on spore 
shape ancl form. All forms have been noted with both G. gloeospo-
rioicles and G. Umctticolum in different media. Some are constricted 
at various places, others are very long and thin, while others are 
short and wide. Still others are very ,vide at one end and very 
narrow at the other, lwing more or less flask-shaped (see figs. 17 
ancl 18). 
The charaetei· of conidia still remains a rather doubtful or confus-
ing basis in the distinction between Collctotrichmn glocosporio1i.'des 
and Glocosporimn 7-imctticolmn. 
SU1BL\..HY AND CONCLUSIONS 
(1) Golletolrichu,n glocospoi·ioicles Penz. appears to be the cause· 
of the anthracnose diseases of mango, oTange, grapefruit, lemon, 
avocado, and sometimes of lime. 
(2) Lime wither-tip may be caused by either G. gloeospo,-ioicles 
or Gloeosporiwn Umctticolmn Clausen. 
(3) Gollclot,·ichmn glocospo,-ioides Penz. frequently causes spot-
ting of lime blossoms and the wither-tip. It is also the cause of the 
spots on lime thorns. The latter is demonstrated by cultures L 9-
I, 13, inclusive, which behaved like other G. gloeospo,-ioides cnltur@ 
and very distinct from cultures of G. limotticolwn. 
( 4) Glocospoi·iwn Zi,netticol1tni Clausen is the cause of wither-tip· 
ancl leaf spot of limes. 
(5) G. limetticolHm appears to be the only cause of frnit canker 
or fruit spot of limes. 
( 6) Uncle1· artificial conditions the various cultures of G. gloeo-
sporioidcs and G. limctticolwn exhibit distinct cultural characteristics. 
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(7) Cultures from the avocado differ somewhat from cultures 
-obtained from other hosts in cultural characteristics. '!'he difference 
may not furnish enough evidence for their separation into a new 
·species. 
( 8) There are such differences between most cultures from the 
•lime and all cultures from the other hosts that Clausen's (5) sepa-
ration of the former into a distinct species appears to be justified. 
(9) The four most saliL~nt gl'owth characters in which cultures 
-of C. gloeosporfoidcs varied from cultures of G. limetticolu,n or 
·Snell cultures among themselves are : (a) size, number, and arrange. 
ment of acervuli; ( b) color of acel'Vuli and substratum; ( c) 
eharacter of aerial mycelium; (d) size of colonies. 
(10) C. glocosp(}rioicles can resist slightly more acid or alkaline 
·concentrations than G. lirncltfool'll-tn. 
(11) Seta, are oocasionaJly present in C. gloeosp01·i,:,ides and 
.absent in G. /,:metticolmn. 
(12) Variation in spore size is induced by the culture medium. 
(13) There is great morphological similarity between G. lime/ -
,ticolurn and C. gloeosporioidcs. 
(14) Environment induces variation in form and shape of spores. 
(15) 'l'hc character of conidia appears to be rather uncertain 
for distinguishing between Oloeos,porhmi li?nettt"col,nm, and Collefo. 
triclou,n gloeosporioides. 
The writer wishes to acknowle<lge his deepest appreciation to 
Dr. Mel. T. Cook, C'hief of the Division of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
·under whose direction this work has been conducted; whose never-
failing encouragement and advice together with much valuable and 
helpful criticisms and suggestions have made the preparation of 
this paper possible. 
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'rABLE I 
Separation of Cultures of C. glooosporioi<1aS and G. limett-icolumt on the Basis of Colony Size in Centimeters in Diameter, 
at the end of seven days 
--------------~----~----~----~--------·- ----·-·--· 
Culttires In Each Group 
I- ?>ll-M30 ........ . 
ll- P 1-P 10 ....... . 
ILI-01-05 ..•...... 
lV- Lcl-Le5 .................. . 
V- LI,L3,L9,L,13,yL2~ .... . 
VI- L2, L•1, LS, LH.l.22. L2·1 y 
L 26 ...•..•.......••..•••...... 












































































5.5 7.12 8.0 
5.8 !i.00 7.8 
7.0 7.8·1 8.5 
7.7 7.92 8.1 
7.1 7. 75 s.o 
-1.1 .J.25 .J..1 































































-- -- ~1~ -- --1- -- --· 5.9 7..13 7.19 7.li 5.8 7.2-1 8.0 7.0 7,60 7.8 7.0 7.7-1 8.0 7.0 7.36 7.7 
G.1) 7.32 7.8 7.8 7.00 8.0 6.0 6.28 7.0 
7,5 7.7-1 7.81 7.8 8.00 8.2 7.8 7.80 7.8 1.1 7.8(i 8.0 7.8 7.05 so 5.2 7.Ua &O 
•1.2 .J.Sf, 5.o I -1.S ,1.96 6.1 4.1 4.!iS 5.6 
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TAJJLll II 
Characters of Growth of All Cultures on 2 Per Cent Nutrient Glucose Agar. 
The cultures arranged into groups according to character of growth. 
GROUP I 
M 1, M 2, 
M 3, M 4, 
M 5, M 6, 
M 20, M 21, 
M 16, M 17. 
GROUP II 
M 7-M 15, 
M 22-M 27. 
GROUP III 
P 2, P 3, 
P 4, P 6, 
P 7, P 9, 
p 10. 
GROUP IY 
P 1, P 8, 
P 5, 0 l, 




LE 1-Le 5. 
GROUP VI 
L 5-L 8, 




L 14-L 21, 
GROUP VIII 
L 3, L 23, 
L 1, 
L 9-L 13, 
GROUP IX 





Aecrrnli large, numerous, in zones; brielt-rcd. in color i sub-
1 stratum: zones of dark grccnish-oli.te with some brick-red marks 
underh-ino· the masses of twen·uli; older growth underlaid by 
mars bro~1n color; myeelium profuse in long' threads; white in 
some colonies: grayi.'>h or dark in others. 
Aeervuli large, numerous, zoned or not, all shades of color 
from yellowish olive to olive or dark-greenish-olive. Brown spots 
underlie some of the acen-uli masses. Aerial mycelium profuse. 
dull white to dark in color. In some colonies the accrvuli are 
salmon in color ,vith brownish-oli.ve or mummy brown substratum. 
AcerY11li large, numerous, zoned or uot, all shades of color 
from Ught-ochrnecous-buff wi1.h olive markings to ochraccou.s-buff 
with substrutum underneath the acerYuli of a C"i11nam.on-nifous 
color and brownish-oli'vc in the inner zones. The medium under 
the old growth changes in some colonies to almost d.<wk brown 
or black. Myf'clium profuse, whitish. 
Aeervuli large, numerous, zoned, pale ooltraccou.s-sal-mon. Color 
of substratum underneath the acervuli is fernigin-ous. Concentric 
ferruginous markings on eolony. Aerial mycelimn profuse. 
Aeen·uli large, numerous, zoned or not, ochraceo11s-satmon i' 
substratum shows ochraceous-salmon discoloration and much cin-
namon brown or even ochraceous buff with cinnamon-brown. My-
telium profuse, 0~ more profuse than the others. 
Acervuli small, numerous or few 1 not zoned, light-salmon or-
ange, myeelium in form of very short whitish threads. 
Aeer\'uli small, numerous, not zoned, substratum unehanged; 
profiisc, dull white. 
Acen·uli large, numerous, more or less zoned, flesh eolor. Sub-
stratum: ferrugino1.u; to J(a.iS&r-brown with brownish-olive zones 
or flesh-ocher. Aerial myeelium prnfuse whitish dull. 
Aeervuli large numerous in old colonies, in young colonies only 
in central portion, rufous. :Masses of spores borue on the aerial 
mycelium around the center of the colony are grenadine pink to 
light-salmon-orange. Acervuli zoned or not. Mycclium white 
(snow); profuse, jloccose, the long tufts radially arranged. The 
power for mycelial growth is remnrkable, the tufts reaching the 
top dish and spreading under it. 
Acervuli large, numerous, perfect zonation, apr·icot-orangc in 
color .. Nearlr always have centn~l portion of colony of a gray 
mycelrnm. 'I:ufts of gray mycehum also occur throughout the 
young growth. 
Acervuli small; numerous, apricot orange in color; central 
portion of colony is bluish-black. 
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TABLE III 
Growth Characters of All Cultures on Corn-Meal Agar. 
GROUP I 
~I 7-J\I 11, 




P 1-P 4. 
GROUP IV 
P 5-P 10, 
0 1. 
GROUP V 
Le 1-Le 5. 
GROUP YI 
L 5-L 8. 
GROUP VII 
L 9-L 12, 
L 22, L 24. 
~ROUP VIII 
L 3, L 23. 
GROUP IX 
L 14-L 21. 
GROUP X 
AY. 1-Av. 5. 
GROUP XI 
L 25, L 26. 
They are arranged according to these characters. 
Aeervuli large, numerous, zonation not distinct, salmon; sub-
stratum: (1a.rk grayi.sh-olive; mycelium white, dark or gray, pro-
fuse. 
Acer,·uli large, numerous, rufous or cipricot-orange. SubStra-
tum: rufous or apricot-orange a1ong the edge of (.'Olouy dark 
gra.yi,~h-olive; m~·eelium fair, dark. 
Aeervuli large, numerous, ferruginous; substratum grccnish-
ofrvc; mycelium moderate, white or dm'k. 
Acervuli large, numerous, li,(Jht salmon-oranye or flesh-ocher; 
mycelium scanty in some cultures, profuse in others. 
.Ac:erntli large, numerous, more or less zonecl, ochraccow,· sal-
mon i substratum: ochrm:cous-salmo11 i mycelium moderate to 
profuse, white (dull) . 
.Acel'\'uli small, numerous, not zoned, flesh-ocher; substratum: 
ol'hcr-red i aerial mycelium occurring as short threads, white. 
Acern1li large, numerous, slightly zoned, flesh ocher i substra-
tum jlcsli-oclicr, green under acern11i; aerial mycelium occurring 
as long thremls. 
Acervuli large, numerous, not zoned; r11fo1u1; in streaks over 
surface of colony. Substratum: rnfous; mycelium little, white. 
.Acern1Ii small, numerous, no :::on(l.lion, flesh ocher; substra-
tum: flesh-ocher to ocher-red. Small masses of mycelium, white. 
AcerYuli large, few, aprieot-orange 1 for the most _part in a 
large muss in the eenter of the tolony, otherwise scattered in 
small numbers throughout thC' surface or in zonC's; substratum: 
surfaee line da-rk grccnisll-olivc, more pronouneed in some cul-
tures thun :in others; my<'clium either in the form of a large, 
white mass around the center of the colony or white, floccose, 
sometimes fluffy. 
Accrnili small 1 numerous, not zoned, flesh ocher, except a cen-
tral green portion; substratum: bhifah central portion, ocher-
reel outside it; aerial mycelium in form of Ycry short threads. 
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'!.'ABLE IV 
Shows Effect of Reaction. Growth on Bouillon of Different Acid and 
Alkaline Reaction 
+40 \ +45 -40 -45 
Culture I 
--------- __ 1_'_«_11_,._,_·,_,_·,_,_1,_·_ ~?ulle_r·s Scat~-- , __ ,._·,_,,_1,_,_·,_· _s_,._ai_"_· -I _ '_' ,_,1 __' '_'·_,_s_,_"_''.  
:M 1- M :m .... ++ 
P l-l' 10 
I 1--- .. -
1 ,o gcowlh 
No g-rowth + 
+ 
i 
-0 1-0 5 ..... + \ No growth 
+ I.el-Le 5 ... + I 
------1-----!. 
J, l, I, 3, L !), - L 13, 
L23 .......... •·••·i + 
I 
-----·i---
J.2.L,1-8, LII-L I 









+ Snlmon act•rvuli 













Av. 1-.AY. G ... ·--1 
-----~-----------~----~~-------
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TABLE V 
Shows Mean Lengths in Microns of Spores of Cultures of G. gloeosporioides 
and G. limetticolttmi on 2 per cent Glucose Agar 
Culture No. )Jenn Culture No. 
----------!----
M 1...... 1.J.85± 0.06G O 2 .. 
M 2. 15.57 ± 0055 0 3 ................ . 
~} t tit~! &:gt~ g t:::.-::::::::::::::::::::::. 
M 5. . . . 16.06 ± 0.052 Le 1. ....•....•••....•....•..... ._ 
:hl G Hi.OB ± 0.080 Le 2 .•......•....... , .......•.. , , 
11 -
8
,: · 19.2-5 ± o.osr;; Le :i ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
M 17.28 _;, 0.093 Le ·I. ........................... . 
!It 9 .............. Hi.70±0.085 Le f1 ..................... , •••.••• 
!1110......................... lG.09±0.067 L L ...................... , .... . 
M 11 .. . . . . 22.51 ± 0.078 I. ·1 
M 12:..... 17.37 ± 0.0(H L f:::::::::::::.::::.:::::::::: 
~1, 11', · · .. · ..... · .· ff.',', ';_. oo.·~lii1 }: 1 ........•..•.•......•........ 
.. VlJ 5 ........................... .. 
J.l 15· ..... 17.05 ± 0.066 L li .......................... .. 
.M 16'.. .. 15.35 ± O.OSO L 7 ............................. . 
J,,t 17' .. . . . . . Iii.OU ± 0.0.IO J, 8........ . . . .. . . ... , ......... . 
:MIS"....................... l•l.80±0,0~7 L 0 ........................ . 
]I[ HJ' . . .. . .. • .. • . . . . . . . .. .. .. . 16.51! ± O.Ofi!) 1 l., 10........ .. • .. .. ............ . 
lit 20· .. ,...... 17.77 ± 0.06(j ! L 11. ........................... .. 
J,,[21·....... 17.U:.?±0.061 L 12 ........................ . 
]ll 22·.. .... 17.I!) :l 0.03!i L 1:1 .... ......................... . 
]I[ 2-1· ...... 17.07 ± 0.01f1: L 11........ . .............. .. 
M 2-1 · .. .. . 16.G!} ± 0.06!'1 . L Hi ...................... . 
111 25· ...... . ...... ..... ...... 1z.is, ± 0,:2 ! {: !t·.·. ·.·.· . . .·.·.. . ... · '1 M 26·............ .• .. • ... .. • .. .. . .. 1. 7 ± O. · i 
M 27 · . . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • • .. • .. .. . 16.41.i ± O.O.J\J i L 18......... . . .. .. . . . .. .. ,I 
111 28·...... .. ......... lfi.27 1 O.O!JS L l!J ..................... .. 
M. 29, .... .. .. ...... ... . ......... 15.f,0 ± o.067 ! L ft·.:·.·.·.·.·.· .... .·.· .• .·.·.·.· ................... . 
111 30. . .. .. . .. .. . .. • • .. .. . .. . 15.Sl ± O.Wl2 '1 L 2'-' .•. 
P 1 ............................. 10 (jj ± 0.05-1 I, 
P 2 ..... , ..... , .................. 18.05 ± o.O.'iO ' J, ::!:l.. .......................... , 
f, t::::::::::· .:::::::::::: ::::11t:~: g g: !: ~::.::: :::: ··.:::: :: .::::. :::· 
i> ~ . : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : ::l 1~S~ ! g:2!~ \ "· 2~::.::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : 
p 1 .............................. 116.3,5± o.09.5 Av. '' {: t·:::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::}g:~: ut t:: r:::::.::···· 
p 10 ........................... 17.26 ± o.O:i4 Av. t.· ......... · ·  ·.· ·.... ·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.· . ..  · ·.·.·. 0 1 .............................. 
1
16.03 ± o.0-17 A,·. 
'!'ABLE VI 
Moan 
15.l7 ± 0.041 
15,:10 ± 0.012 
15.18 ± 0.075 
15.26 ± 0.037 
14.97 ± 0.042 
H.95 ± 0.056 
H.55 ± 0.0.'H 
H.GO ± 0.011 
14.:l2 ± 0.023 
14,55 ± 0.121 
11.36 ± 0.065 
15.25 ± 0.0tJ6 
15.85 ± 0.036 
15.63 ± 0.052 
15.89 ± o.076 
15.8-1 ± 0.026 
15.35 ± 0.009 
IG.lS ± 0.071 
16.12 ± 0.002 
15.13 ± 0.052 
HS6 ± 0.046 
15.23 ± 0.074 
15.92 ± 0.020 
15.~ ± 0.043 
15.08 ± O.o74 
15. 71 ± 0.061 
15. tJ3 ± o. O"..S 
Hi.41 ± 0.052 
16. 74 ± 0.0'29 
16.86 ± O.OtJ6 
J,l.!)9 ± 0.045 
15.00 ± 0.039 
15.30 ± 0,0-11.i 
14.02 .1: 0.033 
H.17 ± 0.008 
lfi.Sfl ± 0.082· 
17 .33 ± 0.063 
17.73 ± 0.085 
17.94 ± C.031 
16.64 ± 0.038 
16.57 ± 0.088 
Separation Of Cultures of C. gloeosporioides and G. limetticolwm into Groups 
According to Mean Lengths of Spores in Microns 
Runge mean 







]I[ 1-M 3, M 16-)l 18, Pa, P ,1, 0 2-0 5, I, 1-L 3, L 5, L 8, I, 11-L 13, 
Ll5-L17, L22-L2-t ............................................... 14.85 -15.816 
M -4-M 6. ],[ fl, :\l 10, M 19, ],[ 2-1, M 27. P 1, P 5-P s, 0 1, T, .j, L 6, L 7, I 
L fl, L 10, L lfl--L 21 ................................................ l 15.8:19-16.861 
M 8.1112->!15. 11 20-'1 23. ,t '5, M 26, P lO, Av. 1-Av. 3 ........... I\ 16.80C>-17. 79' 
Av. 4. P 2 .... .. ... ..... ....... ... .. ................. , 17.94 -18.00 
:: :·,p .. ~:.. . ::::: : :::: .: .. :: ·:::: ::::.::::::::::::: · :i :::,=::: 
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TABLE VII 
Classification of Cultures into Groups According to Modal s»ore Length 
Cullure number mcnsuring (in microns) 
__ '_'_·'° _ 
1 
__ ,_,_.,_o _  '_'_·'° _ 
1 
__ '_'·_'° __ 
1 
___ ,,_._,o_+--''_·'°_ ~~I 20.50 
.... ~.2:1.... ~~ }~ ) ... ~~-~:.... ~1 ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ .. :~ .. ~~ ..... :~.~---1 ~~1I 
....•.••... MlS Ll MH M·J Av.5 ................. . 
:::::::::::: ···Lc·:£""1 ... ~~--~···· M IJ ~~ ~ 
:::::::::::: ·--~-~-:----1:::::::::::: ... r1··· ff lg 
'"I Pli l\[22 
:::::::::::: I~ 6 /:::::::::::: P 6 l\[ 23 
..•••...... ,L7 ............. P7 l\[2·1 
.•.••....... L 8 ............ l' !J l\[ 25 
?It+ :}}::::1,'//({ lr· I! I 
0 ii 
Le 1 ···j;··2··•• ::::::.::: :::::::::: :::::::::. ::::·::::: 
Le 2 P 8 
Le P 10 
···L··9···· ... L''il··· :::::::::: ::.::::::: :::::::::: ·::::::::: 




















Shows Effect on Medium on Spore Mean Length (in Microns) 
Strain No. 
" 
Glucose ~ Saccllurosc 2;; I>extrinc Oatmonl 
agar ngnr ngnr ngnr 
M 1 .................. 19.26 ± 0,085 16.08 ± 0.047 16.92 ± 0.0-27 16,51 ± 0.031 M .s ............ '.' ... 17.28 ± 0.095 16.2.':I ± 0.050 18.03 ± 0.02-t 15.60 ± 0.04.8 
M 9 .................. 16. 70 ± 0,085 18.31 ± 0.003 19,49 ± 0.060 15.32 ± 0,072 
M12. •••••••••....•••• 17.37 :i- O,OiH 16.61 ± 0,071 16.62 ± o.ooa 18.05 ± O.Oii5 
MUi •••••.•.••....•••. 17.05 ± 0.066 15.95 ± 0.013 18.05 ± 0.014 16, 72 ± 0.06(i 0 l ....... ' 16.03 ± 0.047 15.17 ± 0.030 15.80 ± 0.027 14.25 ± 0.071 
·O 2 ......... ::::::::: 16.17 ± 0.041 16,6 ± 0.022 14.90 ± 0.036 14.43 ± 0.0-20 p 6 .................. 16.08 ± 0.046 18.98 ± 0.04.6 15.08 ± 0.019 14.24 ± 0.070 p 7 •••••••••••..••••• 16.35 ± 0.095 14.32 ± 0.021 15.03 ± 0.052 14.27 ± 0.028 L 1 ........... 14.55 :r 0.121 16,51 ± 0.057 16, 72 ± 0,02.0 16.07 ± 0.037 L :i •••••• ' •• ••• ::: . •• 15.26 ± 0.096 14.33 ± 0,039 15.38 ± 0.0-l!) 13.66 ± 0.042 
,L 
.5 .......... ,, .... :: 15.63 ± 0.052 16.21 ::1: 0.03·1 18.03 ± 0,031 16.00 ± 0.064 
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TABLE IX 
Length Measuren1ents in Microns of Fresh Spores of C. glocosporioidcs and 
G. limetticolitm 
Source of Fresb. Spores 
Mnngo blossom bligh~ ..• , ... , .. , ......... " ................ . 
:Mnngo fruit spots .......... , • , ..... , •........ , .... , , , .... , .. . 
:Mango fruit spots ........ , • , , .... , , ..• , .... , , ..... , ... . 
A \'OCado rot. . .•.. , . , ....•. , •... , • , •.. , •.•• , , .•• , , ..•. , • , ... . 
Liine thorn spots ... ,,, ...•......• , .. , , , ... , •... , •.... , .... , , . 
Lime leaf spots ..... , ..•• , , .... , , .•.... , •... , ....••... , • , .. , , •. 
Li1ne withered twig, ...•..... , .... , , .... , ..... , .... , ... , , ... , 
Lime withered twig, .....................................•.... 
Lime withered i,vig, ..•..........•................. , , .. _, •... 
TABLE X 
:Maximum Mean 
19.0,1 16.Si ± 0.036 
22.00 16.12 ± 0.0-Hl 
23.45 17.50 ± 0.0"..9 
20,50 19.CH ± 0.032 
16.12 14.66 ± 0.021 
43.98 11.60 ± 0.009 
24.92 13.29 :I, 0.066 
26.39 14.66 ± o.o:m 
23,,15 16.12 ± 0.085 
Maximum, Mean and :Minim.um Widths in :Microns of Cultures of 










Culture :Maximum .i\lenn :Minimum 
Ma ........................................................ . 
Mn ................................................... . 
M ~:::::::·:::·.::::::::::::::::::::·::::·.:::::.:::::::::·:.:::: 
Mn ................................................. . 
M•· ··················· ················· 
.n . .................. ·····. 
f l::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::~:::::::::::1 
If L:::::::::<<::<:::::::::: //i HIHJ 
g 1t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I 
fi [y::::y>Y>i:YU>>Y<>J 
LB . ...................................... . 
L ~ .........•............................................•.. 
La ................................................. . 
LU ............................................... . 
L 25 ..•.•...........•...•..•.....•...•.........•....•........ 
(i •• J2 4.,10 .± 0.017 
5.57 •l.61 .:!.· 0.081 
5. 72 4.43 ;r 0.062 
5.72 4.62 ± 0.089 
fi.57 4.69 :!: 0.(}'27 
5A2 1.,13 ± 0.069 
5.42 4.37 :l: 0.078 
5 .. 12 4.45 ± o.oss 
5.-12 5, 13 ± 0.080 
5,,12 4.54 ± O.O!JO 
5.42 ·l.41 ± 0.066 
5,57 5.16 ± 0.031 
5,,12 ·1.69 ± 0.03!} 
5.57 4.25 .± 0.0-i5 
5.57 4..JO ± 0.086 
5.57 ·1.48 ± 0.035 
5.72 5.24 ± 0.086 
5.57 ,tij6 ± O.CH9 
5.42 5.18 ± 0.023 
5,57 ·l.38 ± 0.(}11 
6,16 •1.47 ± 0.087 
5.13 ,J..J6 ± 0.075 
5.42 4.58 ± 0.032 
5A2 4.54 ± o 035 
5.42 •1.29 ± O.OH 
r1.5i ·1.4G ± 0.031 
5,57 4.55 ± 0.086 
7.33 ,1,93 ± 0.027 
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PLATES I-VI 
LEGEND FOR PLATE I 
1''tGURE 1.-Mango leaf showing spots caused by Oolletotrichum glooosporioidca, 
FtGlIBR 2.-Blight of lime blossoms produced by Glocosporium limctticolum. (A) Leaion1 
on the petals. Young fruits (B) with diseased stigmas shown in bfack (1, 2}; normal 
young fruit (3). 
FraunE it-Withered twigs of the mango caused by inoculntions with 0, oloeosporioidea. 
a, Mango cultures; b, Avocado cultures; c, Pomelo cultures; d, Orange cultures. 
FI.aunt: 4.-Setro of a. ot.ocoaporioides on a, Oat•menl agar; b, Nutrient ngar; e, Oook'a 
No. 11 ngnr; d-, Avocado cultures on Oook's No. 11 agar. 
Fraun:t 5.-0ross-section of a pustule of 0. olocoaporioides on limo atigma. Shows eoni-
diophores, conidili and setro. 
FIGURE 6.-0ross-section of pustule of O. glotoaporioides on the lime. 
FIGURE 7.-Wither-tip of tho lime caused by G limcHicolum. 






J t 7 6 
5 
PLATE I 
LEGEND FOR !'LATE II 
FIGURE 8.-Spores of G. limelticoltim sho;ving blunt ends. 
FIGURE 9.-Spores of 0. olocosporioidca showing blunt ends. 
FIGURE 10.-Spores of G. limcUicolum showing constriction. 
FIGURE 11.-Spores of 0. olocosporioidcs showing constl'iction. 
FIGURE 12.-Spores of G. UnwUicolum showing ends more or less pointed. 
FIGURE 13.-Spores of O. ofocosporioides showing ends more or less pointed. 
F1oum: 14.-Shows character of the plasma of spores of G. Umetticolum. 
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LEGEND FOR PLATE III 
F10un& 15.-Shows character of the plasma of spores of 0. glocosporiofrles. 
FlOt'RE 16.-Sporc5 of G. Umctticolum showing contraction of the plnsmn. 
FIGURE 17.-Spores of G. limctticolum showing different forms nnd shapes which occo.r in 
culture media. 
FlGURE 18.-Sporcs of G. glocospoi-ioides showing various forms and shnpcs which occttl:' in 
culture media. 
FIGURE 19.-Conidiophorcs of the nYocndo cultul'C of O. glocosporioides. 
FIGURE 20.-Conidiophore of the mnngo culture of 0. glocosporioides. 
Fxot:nE 21.-Conicliophore of the lime fungus Glocospori1mi limetticolum. 
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·. l9 20 21 
PLATE III 
I ' . 
(I 
I 
LEGEND FOR PLATE IV 
FIGURE 22.-0olfolotrirhum ylocosporioides on +1s nutrient ngnr. Culture from orengo. 
FIGURE 23.-0. glocosporioidcs nu -15 nnt1•icnt agar. Sam(' culture ns in Fig. 22. 
FIGURE 24.-0. ylocos11orioides nn +15 agar. Culturr from lime. 
FIGURE 25.-C. gloeosporioidcs nn -15 ni;nr. Same culture ns in Fig. 24. 
FIGURE 26.-C. gloeosporioidcs nn maltose agar. Culture from 01·ange. 
FIGURE 27.-0 [JlOCQSJ)Odoides nn maltose ngnr. Culture from lime. 
r,s 
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PLATE IV 
LEGEND FOR PLATE V 
F1GFR~; '.l8.-Gfoc1J.~porium 1imctticoh1m on multosr ag:nr. 
F11n:m; 29.-G. limetlfrolum cm mnlte,;r a~nr Different rulture from :Fig. 28. 
F11;URE 30.-G. Iiml'llicnlztm on lactc1;.e :uwr. 
I•'IOl'RE 31.-('. yloroB11nrfoill'.'B on lactoh• ngar. Culture from mango. 
FIGURE 32.-C. yloeo1.1vorir,irl,,s on .snerose n)!'.ar. Culture from 1nnngo. 
,FIGURE 33.-C. yl,1rospon"oid1s on sucrose 11.;:ur Culture from avocado. 
r~ 











LEGEND FOR PLATE VI 
FlGURE 34.-0. gloeoaporioidea OU ont-mea l agar. Culture from avocado. 
} 'lGU RE 85.-0. gloeoaporioides on glucose ngnr. Culture from avocado 
FIO URE 36.-0 . gfoeoaporioide s on corn·meal ngnr. Culture from avocado. 
FIGU RE 37.-Cnu ker or fruit spot of t he mang o. 
Fl(II;UB 38.-C nnk er or fruit spot of the limo. 
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PLATE VI 
